
Stink loves trucks. Stink has HUGE trucks, FAST trucks, NOISY 
trucks, even special SPACE trucks. He has BLACK, BLUE, RED 
and little WHITE trucks. But Stink likes PINK . . . Can trucks 
be PINK? When Stink’s quest for a PINK truck leads to a dead-
end, his big sister helps him to make one out of recycled toys. 
In a surprising plot twist, Stink reveals his new PINK truck 
to his friends hidden under a truck-print blanket, which his 
friend Ned can’t wait to wrap around his dolly!
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PINK TRUCKS 
by Sam Clarke and Cory Reid

SAM CLARKE As an engineer, Sam uses the analytical and 
logical left-hand side of his brain so much so, that it outgrew 
the right-hand side of his brain. He decided the only way 
around this problem was to become more creative, so he 
started writing children's stories! Sam resides in Bristol 
where he lives with his young family. He likes rainbows, 
football, cheese and renewable energy.

CORY REID has worked in the creative industry for almost 
twenty years, starting as a greetings card designer, before 
moving into children’s publishing. Cory has a passion for 
creating adorable characters and worlds for
them to inhabit. His charming digital style
features fine detailing and is 
beautifully textured.
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    “Can I have a pink truck . . . please?”“Can I have a pink truck . . . please?”

“But, Stink, just look at these!“But, Stink, just look at these!“But, Stink, just look at these!“But, Stink, just look at these!
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So much truck-ish stuff!”So much truck-ish stuff!”
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Don’t you have enough?” 

“But . . .” said Stink. “But . . .” said Stink. 

“I like pink.”“I like pink.”

“Flamingos!” said Matt.

“And pigs!” said Pat.

“Pink cakes, pink shells and look at our pink gums!”

“Pink worms, pink crabs 
and monkeys have pink . . . ”

KEY SALES POINTS:
• For all children who love playing with trucks of all sizes and colours
• Models and encourages imaginative and inclusive play
• Young readers will love spotting all the different kinds of TRUCKS!
• Funny, rhythmical read-aloud text and joyous, child-centred pictures 
 are ideal for storytime  
• Promotes innovation and finding solutions using recycled materials 
 and toys
• Humorous plot surprises and invites gentle discussion about gender
 stereotypes in toy play and celebrates acceptance, friendship and
 tolerance
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